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we will choose key
details to sketch.

Week 3
Gunpowder Plot
How?
In History this week,
we will learn about the
reaction to the
perceived harshness of
James’ reign. We will
learn about who was
involved in the plot,
and how the chief
plotter, Robert
Catesby, explained his
plan to blow up the
Houses of Parliament.
In Art, we will be
developing our clay
skills. We will
eventually be creating
our own relief, so we
will be learning how to
use slip and score to
join pieces of clay.

Week 4
Gunpowder Plot
What happened?
After learning about the
causes of the Gunpowder
plot, we will now learn
how and why it failed.
We will also analyse the
consequence of the
failure of the plot, and
what this might have
meant for Catholics in
Britain.

Week 5
King Charles
We will now move
forward to 1625 and
the death of King
James I. We will
discuss what the
people of Britain would
have hoped for with
their new King.
However, we will also
learn what a disaster
Charles’ reign was and
the bad decisions that
he made.
Would we make a
better King? We will
take on the role of the
leader and analyse
whether our decisions
would have been more
successful.

Week 6
Civil War
This week, we will
recap all of our learning
in History and analyse
how these events led to
the Civil War. We will
discuss which reasons
we feel were the most
signi cant and justify
our opinions.
To Express our learning,
we will create Firework
Night poems which
incorporate our learning
in History and in Art,
we will create our own
clay relief sculptures.

